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B-Mode Comparison
Polarization vs foregrounds

Cosmic Coincidence:
Signal amplitude and
relation to foregrounds ...
Spectral distortions vs foregrounds

Same
Amplitude!

... Similar for spectral distortions
as for B-modes
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where L and R refer to the detectors in the left and right concentrators while A and
the two input beams (Fig 6). The modulated term is proportional to the Fourier trans
frequency spectrum for Stokes Q linear polarization in instrument-fixed coordinates
Nulling Instrument: Zero = Zero
FTS, with polarizers rotated by 45 , samples Stokes U . An internal calibrator periodi
to block each of the 4 input ports in turn, replacing the sky signal with a known refere
When the calibrator is deployed, the FTS is sensitive to both the polarized and unpo
emission [11].
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Adventures in Fourier Space
Fringe Pattern vs Frequency Spectrum

All the power
hits the detector
all the time

Sample
Fringe
Pattern

Fit sampled fringe pattern to Fourier series cos(k*x)
a0 + a1cos(x) + a2cos(2x) + a3cos(3x) + ... + aNcos(Nx)

Adventures in Fourier Space
Channel Selection

Get N samples of fringe pattern
as phase delay goes from –L to +L

Sample more often ! Get more (higher frequency) channels
Increase mirror throw ! Decrease channel width (go to lower frequencies)

More frequency channels !" Higher sampling rate (data rate)

Adventures in Fourier Space
Channel Shape

Planck HFI Core Team: Planck early results. IV.

The regulated operating point of the 4 K stage was set at
4.8 K for the 4 K feed horns on the focal plane unit. The
other stages were set to 1.395 K for the so called 1.4 K stage,
100.4 mK for the regulated dilution plate, and 103 mK for the
regulated bolometer plate.
These numbers, summarised in Table 2, are very close to the
planned operational points. As the whole system works nominally, the margins on the interface temperatures and heat lift for
the cooling chain are large. The temperature stability of the regulated stages has a direct impact on the scientific performance
of the HFI. These stabilities are discussed in detail in Planck
Collaboration (2011b) and their impact on the power received
by the detectors is given in Sect. 3.3.1. The Planck active cooling chain represents one of the great technological challenges of
this mission and has proved to be fully successful.

Photometer passbands set by filters
Complicated shape
Hard to control at few-percent level

Planck HFI

Fig. 1. HFI spectral transmission.

3.2. Calibration and performance verification phase

environmental conditions, the spectrum and flux of cosmic rays
3.2.1. Overview
at L2 is vastly diﬀerent than that during the pre-flight testing.
Finally, due to the operational constraints of the cryogenic re- The calibration and performance verification (CPV) phase of the
FTS
channel shape set by apodization
ceiver, the end to end optical assembly could not be tested on HFI operations consisted of activities during the initial cooldown
the ground
with the focal
instruments.
to 100 mK and a subsequent period of nominal operation of apTrade
resolution
vsplane
channel-to-channel
correlations
The instrument design and development are described in proximately six weeks before the start of the scientific survey.
Uniform
! Sync
function
Lamarre
et al.sampling
(2010). The calibration
of the
instrument(ugly)
is de- Activities related to the optimization of the detection chain setscribed
in
Pajot
et
al.
(2010).
The
overall
thermal
and
cryogenic
tings were performed first during the cooldown of the JFET amWeighted sampling ! Nearest-neighbors (nice)
design and the Planck payload performance are critical aspects plifiers, and again during the CPV phase. Most of the operating
of the mission. Detailed system-level aspects are described in conditions were pre-determined during the ground calibration;
Planck Collaboration (2011a) and Planck Collaboration (2011b). the main uncertainty was the in-flight optical background on the
detectors. Other CPV activities included:
2.2. Spectral transmission

– determination of the time response of the detection chain under the in-flight background;
– determination of the channel-to-channel crosstalk;
– characterization of the bolometer response to temperature
fluctuations of the 4 K and 1.4 K optical stages and to the
bolometer plate;

Channel shape and channel-to-channel correlations are entirely deterministic!
Bonus: Pick bands to force CO lines into center of every Nth channel

The spectral calibration is described in Pajot et al. (2010) and
consists of the end-to-end pre-launch measurements in the vicinity of the passband, combined with component level data to determine the out of band rejection over an extended frequency

Systematic Errors I
How Black is Black Enough?

Distortion science is at nK signal levels

Calibrator is based on ARCADE design
Measured black to -60 dB

Is this good enough?

Systematic Errors I
The Importance of Nulling

Where does the reflected ray go?
Reflected ray “sees” instrument wall
instead of calibrator

Calibrator
Sky

But ...
Instrument, calibrator, and sky are all
within a few mK of each other
So ...
Error signal is 10-6 x (few mK difference)
or just a few nK (before correction)
Bonus: Error signal flips sign when
calibrator is hotter/colder than wall
Vary calibrator and wall temps to isolate
and remove error signal
Sub-nK residual at noise limit of entire mission

Detector
Backwards ray trace:
From detector to calibrator

Systematic
Errors
II
Chain Multiple Nulls Together
Calibrator

Maximum ΔT

Sky

Detector

few mK

Mirror Emissivity

x 0.01

tens of uK

Left/Right Asymmetry

x 0.01

few hundred nK

Swap hot vs cold

x 0.01

few nK

Uncorrected Error

few nK (with blue-ish tinge)

Corrected Error

<< 1 nK

Never rely on any single cancellation
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Beam Patterns
Each of the four detectors within a single FTS measures an interference fring
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By design, roles of x and y are reversed in A side vs B side
Systematic errors are thus second-order
Depend on the (A-B) difference of the (x-y) polarization

Note that double-difference cancellation occurs in hardware
Post-detection differences of individual detectors allow additional cancellations
Kogut & Fixsen 2018, arXiv:1801.08971
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Permutations!
FTS, with polarizers rotated by 45 , samples Stokes U. An internal calibrator periodically moves

tests use full data set
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Noise only (no foregrounds)
y = 1 x 10-9
= 1 x 10-8
After foreground subtraction
y = 2 x 10-8
= 2 x 10-7

The Path to Sensitivity
How Low Can You Go?

FTS Penalty for Low-Frequency Channels
All the power
hits the detector
all the time

Sample
Fringe
Pattern

Mirror throw sets channel width (lowest freq)

Test: Increase throw by factor of 2
This decreases integration time per sample,
increasing noise per sample by root(2)
But there are now twice as many samples in FTS,
so noise in frequency domain increases by
another root(2)
Noise per synthesized bin larger by factor of 2
Continuum sources can co-add over bins
Integrated noise then larger by only root(2)

Spectral Distortion Sensitivity Scales as Sqrt{
}
Hard to win by adding low-frequency channels while keeping full range*
* Aha! A loophole!

Adding Low-Frequency Sensitivity
Add second low-freq FTS using FTS loopholes
3 GHz channel width
! 20 mm mirror throw
14 synthesized channels ! 28 fringe pattern samples (not 1024)
Lowpass filter at 42 GHz ! Minimize photon NEP
Waveguide cutoff ~ 7 GHz ! Lowest usable channel at 9 GHz
Shortest wavelength 7mm ! Dispersion not a problem at f/4

Adventures in Fourier Space
Signal to Noise Ratio

Photon noise ~ (AΩ)1/2

Signal ~ (AΩ)

All the power
hits the detector
all the time

Sample
Fringe
Pattern

Good news: Signal to noise ratio improves as (AΩ)1/2
Better news: nK sensitivity using only 4 bolometers

PIXIE polarization-sensitive bolometer
30x collecting area as Planck bolometers

Instrument and Observatory
Spin 1 RPM

Cryogenic instrument at L2 halo orbit
• 4 multi-moded detectors
• Angular resolution 1.6°
• Spin at 1 RPM to sample Stokes Q/U

Spin
1 RPM

Scan
5 hours

L2 Halo Orbit
• Spin axis 90 deg to sun line
• Scan great circle once every 5 hours
• Precess full-sky coverage every 6 months

The Path to Sensitivity
How Big Can You Grow?

Photon Noise Limit: Sensitivity improves as (AΩ)1/2
Can we just make PIXIE bigger?
Test: Increase all dimensions x3 (area x9)
Problem: Dispersion washes out signal
Solution: Slower optics

Destructive interference
from different path lengths
in f/4.4 optics in FTS

But slower optics reduces solid angle Ω,
requiring increase in area to compensate
(or accept some loss in sensitivity)
50 cm primary mirrors
! 3 meters diameter each
13 cm FTS mirrors
! 1 meter each
FTS box 50 cm x 20 cm x 80 cm ! 4 x 2 x 6 meters

Bad: FTS grows from of size carry-on luggage to size of a bus!
Better to adopt ground-based approach and clone the instrument

